
SAra iot

SARA IoT makes the airport SMART, allowing the 
management of the entire airport system with a single 
platform.
LoRaWAN technology, at the base of the application, 
allows ef�cient monitoring, guaranteeing reduced mainte-
nance requirements, energy savings and low costs.

features functionalities

smart airport

connect with us
www.softechweb.it

environmental monitoring
(indoor & outdoor)

smart lighting

waste management

energy consumption
�uid control and measurement

Accessibility via web or APP 
(Android, iOS)
Integrated into SARA environmental 
monitoring platform
Reduced energy consumption

air quality (CO, CO2,NO, NO2,...) 
temperature
humidity
lighting
noise

light - dimming control 
light status

�lling level of the garbage bins
organize the garbage collect

flow measuring
misures the �ow of passenger in a speci�c 
area in real-time

smart trackers

smart metering

geolocation and tracking of movable objects 
(luggage trolleys, push-backs, ...)

smart parking

smart security

parking availability

monitoring opening/closing):
- gates
- doors
- fences
- automatic gates

Low costs

Reduced need for maintenance

Real time data management

Alarm warning via 
SMS/Email

Historic trend
Interfacing with third-party 
systems

User pro�le



why lora

LoRa is a low-cost, energy-ef�cient 
network technology capable of 
transmitting data over a large area 
wirelessly.
Extremely �exible and easy to install, 
compared to other technologies it 
allows to monitor a large number of 
factors in a qualitatively better way 
iand guarantees lower infrastructure 
and maintenance costs. 

lorawan technology

LoRaWAN is an LPWAN speci�cation that allows battery-powered devices to 
connect to a long-range IoT (Internet of Things) network using low bandwidth within 
a national, regional or global network.
This is an open, low-cost standard. It is a free network that does not require 
subscriptions for data consumption.

The LoRaWAN network architecture 
uses a star topology, in which each 
end node communicates with multiple 
gateways, which in turn communica-
te with the network server.
The various nodes (LoRa sensors) 
collect the data and transmit it 
upstream to one or more gateways, 
from which they in turn receive data.

network architecture

about us

 Founded in 1991, Softech 
develops products for 

monitoring and measuring 
noise, pollution and traf�c 
in airports, highways and 

urban areas. It provides 
solutions for automation, 

supervision and infrastructu-
ral control in the industrial, 
service and communication 

�elds


